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PADUCAH DAILY 11GISTER.
` 1
Standard, Est. April, 1884.
Register, Est. May, 1896.

IN CIRCUIT COURT
Little of Interest Was Considered Yesterday.

PADUCAH, ItY., SATURDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER)61.. 1905.
Herman He-ssig was erroneous and
parcel of the ordinance, that it should
that nothing whatever was being done
;remain the Original number of feet
in this connection, the coroner's jury
in width as provided for. at the outhaving decided she came to h-er death
set. By letting it remain five feet
through natural causes.
, wark on the sidewalks can be started
It is also said- that the grand jury THIS MORNING LITTLE FOLKS JOINT ORDINANCE COMMIT- earlier, as to change the width to
HOLD ONE AT THE KENTEE HELD MEETING LAST
is not delving into the investigations
six would mean the bll \voted Lave
TUCKY,
made into the office of county clerk
EVENING.
te go the rounds of all the legislative
and other offiCals last spring.
E.,tsardi again.

DRESS REHEARSAL LITRE DONE

VOL 22, NO. 118

TO SIGN ARMISTICE
Russians and Japs Declare
Neutral Zone of Peace

Today's Docket.
General Secretary Blake Godfrey Re- New Laws Coasidered but None ,
Ferryboat Bill.
The following charges are set
lic solicitor was 'ordered to bring THE ORDINANCE GOES
turned from Annual Conference
Passed—City Treasmer and AuINTO EFFECT TODAY
drown for trial today: J. Hardin Ford,
at Anchorage, Ky.
the ordinance renewing the franof Benton, charged with shooting at
chise for Owen Brothers to operate
Charles Elmbre during a . friendly
their ferryboat Betty Owen between'
Grand Jury Returned Many Indict- scuffle; Charles Johnson, alias'Dago"
this
city, Brookport and the Illinois Document Was Drawn Up in an
This
morning
at The Kentucky the
At the meeting of the ordinance
ments Yesterday but They Were
Open Field Delegates Seated
Jarienson, and Thomas Baker, charged children taking part in the entertain- committee
landings iopposite.
Some
slight
the
city
evenirry
in
last
for Minor Offenses.
on Grass.
with cutting Greadecuse Cheatham; ment to be given this afternoon at
changes
4
of
minor
note
were
ordered
hall general assembly chamber there
Robert White, charged with stealing that playhouse will give their dress was brought up the question of pass- made in the measure.
brasses from the Illinois Central rehearsal, which will be the last be- ing
measures providing that there
SOME FALSE STATEMENTS
railroad.
MINISTER'S SAD END.
fore presentation of the beautiful shall hereafter be conducted separate
NAVAL ENVOYS TO
OF JURY'S WORK
piece. The little ones have been prac- ly the offices of city auditor and aty
MEET FOR SIMILAR WORK
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 15.—After a
NASHVILLE BOOKticing regularly and have their parts treasurer. As there is not any more
MAKER DEAD. down unusually well. Yesterday the room left for suitable office quarters varied career as lawyer, minister, of
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 15.e-Wil- advance sale of seats was something in the city hall, the corn,mirtee refer- the gospel to two denominations,
In the circuit court yesterday a
Gunshu Pass, Manchuria, Sept. 15.
continuance was granted William loughby McNairy, one of the ITest most gratifying and the women's her the matter to Mayor Yelser to writer of religious works and chap- —Owing to the variance between
Wells until the next term of court.' known bookmakers on the turf, died keormnittee of the Young Men's Chris- see what he could suggest in the lain in the army during the Spanish- Russian and Japanese time and also
American war, the Rev. John Bell the fact that the exact soot for the
'•
He Is charged with shooting the ne- here last night, at his brother's home. tian essociation is satisfied that their pi muses.
gro Henry Tunoar. oist on the May- He was a native of Nashville, and ventures will prbve most successful. At present Auditor Kirkland and Rice died 'here lest night as the re- meeting of the Russian and Japanese
sult of a pistol wound inflicted,vrith representatives 'had 'not been defined,
Last evening the grown people
-field road, as the result of a difficulty was stricken while making a book
Treasurer Dorian have headquarters
they had, Turner claiming that Wells at the Nashville meeting one year held their regular nightly rehearsal in the same office on the second floor suicidal intent. Mr. Rice's sufferings Maj. Gen. Ovanevsky, representing
from a cancer which had afflicted him Gen. Linevitoh, was the last to arwas plowing over on the fortner's ago. In his last delirium he called at the association gymnasium.
of the city hall. As the busintess of
for three years led him to ,kill
rive Wednesday mooning at the place
ground,. which adjoins that of the off the names of horses, fancying he
each demands an entire office to itwas
at
the
track.
Popular
Sport.'
for the armistic conference.
white man.
self ,it is so voluminous, it is deemed
Yesterday afternoon at the tennis advisable to give them separate quarGen. Fukushima, representing Field
There was reset for trial on the
courts of the Y. M. C. A. was one of ters. Some suggest moving the
Marshal Oyarna, with Col. Tanaka
feth day of the term the case chargthe most interesting of the season. board of public works
and Capt. Tanaka, two professors of
ing Meek Yeltima anti Harry Philfrom their ofOn court No.
Messrs Frank Davis fice to the rear
internaional law, Ariga and Soyzi,
lips with stealirs a watch from J. E.
oi Mayor Yeiser's
and Jack Bleaker played Donal Pal- headsnarters ant)
and a guard of fifty men had already
Warford.
put them in the
mer and Russel Palmer. The first set same room
arrived under a flag of truce.
. A continuance was granted Jim
with
City
Dick,
Assessor
OFFICER
POWERS
DROP was won by the Palmer boys by a
EUROPEAN
ROGERS STARTED
stealcharged
who
is
with
Taylor,
and then let the auditor or treasurer
4
BALL TO ROLLING
PEACE HINT TO NORWAY
score of 6 to 1. The next by, Davis take
Lasts All Day.
ing a bicycle of a party and selling
the room vacated by the board
•
•
SWEDEN.
AND
YESTERDAY.
4
and
and Bleacher by a'score of 6 to
Ovanovsky and Furkushima disit to Lawrence Gleaves, by claiming
of works. Others think the city asalso the next bye/ score of 7 to 5.
mounted in the plain near Shahotzu,
the wheel was his. It seems that
sessor may be moved from his headThe
Palmer
their
boys are here on
and after an exchange of greetings
Taylor has skipped out as he has
quarters on the second floor of the
failed to appear far trial. When Latest News From the Scene of Ne- vacation from the University of Chi- hall down bo the annex in the same Warrants Out For Many "'Red Row" the two generals, at To a. m., began
cago
and
are
both
college
profeesionPeople Charged With Running
the discussion of the conditions of the
gotiations of a More Optimistic
Judge Sanders in the police court held
building with City Engeneer Washals
iri
all
kinds
of
sport.
Mr.
BleakDisorderly
purpose of consultation.
Houses.
Character.
ben over to the grand jury\ for the
er is here with the Street Railway ington, and give either the auditor
All the houses on the spot 'having
charge the judge released the young
compeny. While at school he was or treasurer the assessor's present
been destroyed, the conference was
man on' his own recognizance, and
quarters.
Many change, were sugOne of the best college tennis players
The police have taken action re- held' in the open, the officers sittina.
stow he fails to appear before the cirBerlin, Sept. 15.—The foeeiga of•
gested, but the mayor was finally left
Boston.
in
garding the character of people re- on the grass.
cuit court
fice authorises the announcement that
Ole:account of the bad condition in charge of the knotty proposition siding on "Red Row" and
After nine consecutive hours of
Maggie Dabney was made the usu- Germany, England, France and Rusthe imwhich is one hard to solve on account
mediate vicinity in the Northern por- negotiations, the armistice was signal idiot allowance for the benefit of sia have unofficially but jointly im- of At high schooli courts the sople of the scarcity of
available quarters tion of
amore champions played the junior
the city, as yesterday Offi- ed at 7 p. m. It takes effect SepClaiborne Dabney.
pressed upon the governsnents at
around the public building.
champions.
The
chamsophamore
cer William Rogers got out warrants tember 16, agrees to the abolition of
Albert %Venice, colored, was given Stockholm and Clwatiaria how imagainst Mrs. Wooten, Mrs. Ross, Liz- all hostile or inimical acts, establishes
s
one year in the penitentiary on the portant they consider it that there pions. Thomas Newell and Edwin
Meat Pecklling Question.
Randle, beat the juniors, Rob Hailey
zie Board, Red Watson, Lula Har- a neutral zone of four kilometers wide
charge of assaulting Mate Dan Seers, shall be no conflict in the ScandinavThe commetee about decided that
and David Yeiser, by a score of 2 to
ris and Lucy Augustus, chargitig all between the two armies, of Which
of the steamboat Buuroff. The nest, ian peninsula and that the present
t. The sopbs won the first and last. they would not bring in an ordinance of them with running
cenfired Wallace from the boat and the discussion between the two !aeons
disorderly Shahotzu, on the railway, is the
All three seta were hard fought for. making meat peddlers pay a license, houses. They were
•
latter took a big rock and knocked shall end peacefully. No other form
each
suntenoned tea•
At the Puryear tennis court in the and the question was left in an unde- to be
before Judge Sanders in the
Sears in the head with it rendering of intervention is contemplated. The morning there were three sets played cided state.
License
Inspector
EdNeutral Zone. police court this morning.
t his condtion quite critical fee many foreign office firmly believes that this
.worthy of any. champions. They were win Rivers suggested to them that
Maps showing the zone are to be
Red Row is composed of a string
weeks.
friendly advice wiR insure peace.
!singles between Messrs Puryear and the makethe peddlers paya license, of little
cottages that have become exchanged. Only civilians will be alRobert White was indicted for petThe discussion has now been whit- Palmer. Puryeac won two and Pal- and
'when-The tatter deposited infested with people, around whose lowed within the territory and comt3 larceny and the case was set for tled down to the matter of the de- mier one.
this money with the city treasurer homes
much disorder prevails to the munication between the two armies
trial on the 12th day of the term. mottion of the new portions of the
At the Y. M. C. A this afternoon and get their permit to sell meat, that extent that the place
has long since is to be only by the Shahotzu road.
Lawyer David Cross was selected to old forts, Fredriksen and Krnigsver. 'Win Ise played one of the best. games sty Clerk Henry
Badey furnish the become a nuisance and of great trouSpecial naval envoys are to meet
represent him. He i- charged with On the other points Norway has a!- of tennis of the season. Aditeacei-and peddlers with a
badge containing a ble to the police force. The good near .Vladivostok with one ship for
stealing some brasses from the Illi- ready yielded.
Bleaker vs Palmer and Palmer --a
Dumber, this to evidence the fact that people of the neighborhood have be- each nation, to confer and establish
nois Central railroad.
the license had been paid, the badge igen howling and loudly complaining an armistice and a neutral zone at
There was continued until the next
More
Optimistic.
to be worn in g conspicuous place about the presence of certain cabs- sea.
Secretary Returned.
term of court the proceeding chargChristiana, Sept. 15.—The latest
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock while the peddler was selling meat. acters in that section and are de- 'An armistice on the borders of
ing Will Levan with furnishng liquor news from the scent of the negotia- General Secretary Blake Godfrey re- This would
prove to the license in- termined in then efforts to break up Korea is to be arranged by separate
to a miner.
'eons at Karlstad is of a more repti- turned from Anchorage, Ky., twelve spector at (nee that the
negotiations betweeo the ecal compeddler had the row.
There was called the malicious as- mistic character, as it is seen more miles out of Louisville, where he and paid to carry on hi.
business, The
Only last week Lydia Dunning, the manders and on terms similar to
I sane charges against Samuel and deafly that a reciprocal understand- the other secretaries and physical regular butchers of
the city are com- queen of the row, went on the war- those agreed upon in Manchuria.
Thomas Evitts, but on account cf ab- ing is possble.
directors of Kentucky gathered for plaiting that the farmers who peddle path after getting her -hide full of
sent witnesses it was set for trial
The public anxiety yesterday even their annual conference. It was one meat put unvehoksome
goods on the mean booze, and she took possession WEST AND NORTH
next Tuesday. It is the case accus- ing was/great. The people assembled of the most emthusiastic gatherings market a'nd
some relief should be of everything "Down The Pike." She
TO SUNNY SOUTH.
ing them of a saulting Patrolman in great crowds in the streets, discuss ever -held, as there was only one ab- had.
was fined $ao and costs in the police
1/1 Sam Beadles.
ing the question earnestly but quiet- sentee from the ranks.
court, but a man claiming to be her Illinois Central to Put On Fine and
•
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed ly. The situation is calmer today,
The sessions are held each year
Lewd Women Bill.
husband paid the suns' for her that
Fast Train.
lodged with the court a deed trans- despite the fact that positive irelerma- by the workers in order to exchange
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., day and she was released.
ferring property to G. D. Palmer ,n tion as to the outcome is lack ng.
experience, bring a closer fellowseip. was ordered to draft an cflidinance
Chicago. Sept. 15 —What will mark
the friendly suit of G. D. Palmer
Mr. Godeey went up Wednesday regarding lewd women keeping out of
an epoch in trarisportatico from the
against Gertrude Palmer.
morning. There were thirty in at- saloons and present it at
Middle West and North to the South
the meetIn the suit of Dopcette Brothers
tendance at the meeting which was ing next week of the
result from arrangements made
will
full
board.
It
against J. S. Downs, a judgment in
held in the Bellwood seminary hail. is a hard matter toget an
conference in this city between
a
at
ordinance
favor of the plaintiff was given for
re this nature to\stiek in the courts,
Assistant Traffic Director McCor$58 It was for material Doucette
Directors Meet Tuesday.
but the solicitor is lookrig over ap- THE PAY CARS FOR BOTH mick, of the Harriman lines, PassenREGALIA ORDERED FOR THE
furnished Deserve
RAILROADS TO BE HERE
Not until next Tuesday will the pellate court reports and has
ger Traffic Manager Hanson, of the
found
DEGREE TEAM OF THE
TODAY
directors hold their monthly meeting %here that high
1
Central, and General PassenIllinois
tribunal has susEAGLES.
which was postponed from lase Tues- tained a measure of this
Grand Jury Indictments.
Agents Bathos and Anderson, of
ger
character
day becausie of the entertainment giv- prevailing in
The grand jury returned seventeen
the Southern Paciec at New Orkens
Owenoboro or some oth
en this afternoon, and that to he had er city. This fact
indictments yesterday, but they were
Delegetes to National Gathering of and Houston, Tex.
developing,
the
e mostly for parties keeping bawdy President Louis Head Prepking to next Mionday night, both at The lien- solicitor was instructed to draw up
Carmen Are Expected Back—
It was announced as an outcom•
tacky.
Organize Subordinate Lodges at
(111 • houses. those selling liquor on the
Carman Pryor Hurt.
this meeting that the greatest ea
a bill exactly like that of the other
Surrounding Townst
Sabbath and furnishes's it to 'minors,
ene
i
yet made would be put forth by
town
in
queston
anti have it in right
Enthusiastic Meetings.
and such misdemeanor charges.
interest:- this fall and
combined
the
away.
The Sunday afternoon, gatherings
\The jury distnissed the charge
"something
popularize
Cuba as a winwinter
to
be
will
there
Today
association Bible class and
against J. \V. Sullivan. of stealing a
Yesterday morning Mr. J. Robert by the
people
of
resort.
ter
lroad
the
ra
Fire
Unlit
among
doing"
Extension.
larglarger and
-stove from J. P. Cook and selling it Patterson, worthy conductor of the .friends are growing
Thie means the establishment of a
Although the question of extend- this city, as the pay cars for both
er each Sabbath as the fall proceeds
411,to Clem Fran-sioli, the second-hand
emnew
feet steamer service between
the
paying
off
the
city
fire
here.
etig
limits
be
will
roads
has
been
referthirty
local Order 'of Eagles, sent trt M. d. Last Sunday there were about
-dealer, for $rao.
Orleans and Havana and the
New
the
downtown
by
red
to
City
go
will
Solicitor Campbell and ployes, who
Columbus, Ohio, the in attendance. and much valuable City
There was also dismissed the case Lilly & Co.,
inauguration
of one of the finest and
their
circulating
tonight
Engineer
Washington,
hundreds
the
orbook.
spent studying the good
, charging Pearl Amos, with ceneert- order for uniforms to be used by the time
dinance committee about decided last coin. The pay cat for the N., C. & fastest passenger trains in the couning to his private use $7 belonging degree team of the Paducah aerie.
right that the extension should in- St. L. came in last night from,. the try between Chicago and New OrSTOCK APPRAISED.
to Henry Petter, the ice dealer. There aer ten members of this team
clude that portion of the city begei- South, while today the Illinois Cen- leans. The Southern Pacific will on
Amoes drove an •cc wagon for Petter and the regalia ie the best in the land
ming at Fifth and Monroe, going out tral car comes in also. The railroad October 18 put in commission the
BroadJames Vlaholeas' Stock, at 406
and the latter claims
"knocked and will be here within the next
Monroe br, Seventh, up the latter trade in addition to the usual Satur- steel steamer Prince Arthur between
way, Valued at $1.375.40.
-down" that amount, but the grand week Qt two for use.
thoroughfare to Clark, down Clark to day night business will make things New Oilcan's awl Havens. and a little
jury threw out the charge.
Now`that a flourishing subordinate
Detectives Fifth and then along the last named hum in the retail district today and later the Illinois Central will estabYesterday afternoon
The sitting of the grand jury was organization. of the secret order has
lieh what will be known as the "CuAlex street to Fifth and Monroe. This tonight.
Constable
Moore and Baker and
extended until the toth day of this been installed in this city, the enban Flyer," a limited passereeer train
Patton appraised the confectionary will be the cedeneion, while the total
term of court.
Tomorrow might delegates from of the finest equipment jo be operatthusiastic members are turning their stock of James Vlaholeas, of 406 limits will include this addition and
••••••11•Mmen
attention elsewhere, and preparations Broadway, and valued same at $re old territory combined.
this city are expected back from the ed through with-out change between
are being made to institute similar 375.4o. This is the stock tied up by
national conventions of railroaders Chicago and New Orleans on a
Investigations.
0
Jefferson Street Walks.
being held. Mr. B. S. Phelps and. Mr. schedule that will be one of the fastThe grand jury has been looking lodges at Fulton, Mayfield, Murray, Max Nahm because Vlaholeas could
At, the last meeting of the alder- John Watts are expected back from est in the United States. Figures
into the charge against H. H. Lov- Hopkinsvik and other surrounding not pay his rent of' $75 owing for the
ing for killing/la. A. Rose, for the towns from whense word comes that building he occupies and which be- men it was ordered that the ordinante Buffalo, where they went as repre- for the time of this tran are now
past day or two. anti one of them the demos are very desirous of hav- longs to Nahm. Constable Shelton committee see if there could not be sentatives' of Paducah to attend the being prepared.
It will leave Chicago about to
said yesterday that they may have ing a branch at each point. The or- will sell the goods September 25tfr made six feet wide, instead of five national gathering of Railway CarMr. Levin.g before them, but had not ganization of these towns will be un- to get money out of which the rent feet, the concrete pavements to be men from over the country, while Mr. o'clock every morning and arrive in
laid on both sides of Jefferson be- J. C. Martin is due to return from New Orleans about it o'clock the
as yet eetcrmined on this point. Mr. der the direttion of Mr. Louis P. will be liquidated.
tween Fourteenth and- Eighteenth Clevetand, Ohio, where he has been nexeeenorning. The Prince Arthur
V. J. Blow, of Louisville, was before Head, president of Kertescky, who
the body, as have been- about eight is the democratic nominee of this
Miss Alice Roosevelt and the- ladies streets. The five foot ordinance has attending the gathering of Master will sail from New Orleans at i p.
m. every Wednesday and will arrive
other witnesses, and the case sifted county for the state legislature. ale of -her party on the 15th were re- already been adopted by the council Car Painters.
in Havana every Friday morning.
will shortly continence visiting the. celve4 by the Chinese empress in Pe- and the committee last night concludthoroughly.
Carman Charles' Pryor, of the I. Returning, the steamer will leave
One of the court officials yester- other towns and when the new lodges kin. The ladies were kindly received ed that inasmuch as City Engineer
day stated that the publication in. an tre gotten up the degree team of this iid given many valuable presents. Washington's plane and specifics- C., is suffering from a badly mashed Havana at 4 o'clock every Sunday
afternoon paper that the grand jury city *ill go to each place and assist They were also shown through the firms. already drawn, provide for five arm, caused by a water tank falling afternoon, aneving at New Orleans
every Monday noon.
feet, and these skewing, are part and on him at the shops yesterday.
sinneter palace.
was investigating the‘death of Mkt. in the inetallation ceremonies.
4,
THE EVITTS CASE CONTINUED TILL TUESDAY.

THEY WONT FIGHT

WILL UNIFORM

DOWN THE LINE

FILTHY LUCRE

?

art

,d

^

TWO DISTRICTS
HUGHES
COUNTY ASSESSOR
WILL GET TWO DOWN
TUESDAY.

Columbia Investment Company Incorporated Yesterday—Dividing
Fence Caused Lawsuit.
County Assessor John Hughes yesterday said that be would finish making assessments of property inside
the third and fourth magisterial districts by next Tuesday. Both these
districts are inside the corporate limits of the city and 'he started first on
them. He is valueing the property
for next year's taxes, while his deputies are out in the county assessing
the rural district land.
"Columbia Investment Co."
I
"The Columbia Investment cornpany" yeaterday filed articles of incorporation with the county clerk,
capitalizing at $7,200, hic4i stock is
divided into 720 shares of $10 each,
and 6e shares taken by each of Edson
Hart, Nolan W. Vanculin, C. W.
Thompson, Oscar Hank, Harry Hank,
Wallace Wkil, Louis M. Rieke, Jr.,
Henry Diehl, Dr. J. Q. Taylor,
Douglas Bagby, Emmett S. Bagby,
-and J. D. Mocquot. The concern w ill
do a business of buying and selling
real estate, collecling, rents, etc. The
amount of indebtedness permitted is
$1,000. The officers have not yet
been chosen, neither has an office
been opened.
Fence Caused Trouble.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot heard
the suit of J. Harlan Griffith againsa
Mrs. Josephine Wurth, but 'has not
yet rendered his verdict. Plaintiff
sued defendant and got damages in
the court of Justice J. R. Barber. Defendant then appealed the proceeding
to the quarterly court. The parties
to the action own adjoining proprty,
and Mrs. Worth is charged with
tearing down the dividing fence and
with digging a ditch so as to run
water from her ground over on the
Griffith property.
Coal Plant Transferred.
Yesterday there was filed with the
county clerk a deed wherein the
United States Gas, Coal and Coke
company transferred to the West
Kentucky Coal company the buildings
yards, bins and other appurtenances
stationed at Second and Ohio streets
The letter is controlled by the former
concern.
J. at. Howard sold to W. H. Settle
for $2,000, property in the county between Island Creek and Clark's
river.
Licenses! To Wed.
A marriage license was issued to
William C. acitchea. aged a6, and
Mollie ,C. Reesor, aged 18, both of
Ballard county.
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I

Is
High Grade Clothing can be sold at

'CH
ANNO
CE:

PULAR. PRICES!
:

:

.

By going direct to the manufacturer with SPOT CASH we get the best possible
price. By selling our customers for SPOT CASH we avoid any losses. When we price
our goods at the popular prices of $7.50. $10.00 and $12.50 we figure to a cent what
our profit will be in cash. By our cash methods we do not have to add from $2.50 to
$5.00 per suit to cover possible losses, which must be done by houses doing a credit
business.
Did you ever notice that when CREDIT HOUSES have their cut price sales and
put their goods down to our all-the-time-prices they always advertise them for CASH
ONLY? Isn't that proof that high-grade clothing can be sold at our popular prices if
the loss due to a credit business is cut out?

•!•

•:•
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It is up to you-As to whether you will pay $12.50, $15.00 or $20 for you winter suit at houses
where you have to help pay for their losses or buy the same quality of us at $7.50,
$10.00 and $12.50, prices that pay us a legitimate profit, because there is loss from
people who don't pay their bills. Isn't the saving of from $2.50 to $5.00 worth coming here to investigate?

A Rev.
rsesterd:
"Acre I
E. Bra!
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COMES TUESDAY NIGHT.
Arden Has Won Her
Stage Standing.

Miss

High
FOR—

FOR—

FOR—

WE HAVE A LINE OF FALL
WE HAVE A LINE OF SUITS
WE HAVE A LINE OF NEW
Miss Caro) Arden, who is to play
AND WINTER SUITS WHICH
SAME
EXACT
THAT ARE THE
the title role in "Polly Primrose"
FALL SUITS THAT ARE THE
ARE THE EQUAL IN EVERY
when that stirring war drama comes
THINGS THAT HOUSES WHO
EQUAL IN VALUE TO ANY OF
to The Kentucky on Tuesday night
FOR
SUITS
WHICH HOUSES THAT DO
OF
DO CREDIT BUSINESS WILL ASK YOU SIS-00 I WAY
AT
SALE
ON
under the management of D. L. WilTHE am oo AND $12.50 SUITS
CREDIT BUSINESS CHARGE YOU $18. AND $20
lianzaoa, began her stage career when
FOR
STORES THAT DO CREDIT BUSINESS.
a mere child. She was but fourteen
when she ventured into the lime-light.
•
Her record since has been a series of
successive triumphs each more notable than the one that went before.
As Polly Prinwose she attains the
perfection of her act; and the part is
one that calls for the exercise of the
rarest of the player's art. It is easy
enough for one to rant and tare and
thunder around in tragic role, easy,
cough too, for one to skip and jump
around like the circus clown, but to
play the part of a bright and effervescent college graduate without a
trace of buffoonery id the protrayal,'
involves another and far higher olater
of talent. Mks. Le Moyne holds first
rank among society women performers: afiss Arden is her close second
ia the part of much the same character in which she is to make her appearance here.
esisieseeseseisoosees•••••••••••
The story circles around the spyfearing household of her father, a
free tobacco, and offer to congtess concerning counterrebel colonel, on the outskirts of
of tobacco for the government con- they use little of the Western Ken- which wants all the
Washington. But the war incidents
They
product.
and
tucky
Tennessee
which wants all vailing duties on bounty-aided sugar;
Trust,
Sugar
the
of
in
signment. The deal was closed
are so neatly woven in with the love
get- only the lugs, which are use in the free raw sugar it can get, and and the reciprocity men will rise to
about
Clarksville, Tenn., and involves
romance, with Polly of course as the
the manufacture of snuff."
maybe of the cordage trust, which urake a few brief remarks
center of attraction, that it is hard to
$80o,000. It is the last of the Italian
And yet the standpatters. say that
say whether Mears or Cupid is the
to Mkt protected twine and
likes
IS YET requirements.
Taft and the Standpatters.
the Fifty-ninth congress is not going
fibers.
larger factor in its development. And NOTHING DEFINITE
of
unprotected
out
rope
story
"This deal gives rise to the
REPORTED FROM THE
(St. Louis Republic.)
it so abounds in situations, that stir
Maybe nobody will say a word to talk tariff.
the Continental Tobacco corn.that
CE.
CONFEREN
and melt and amuse by turns, that
about
that
free manufactured sugar or
notice
have
The
Standpatters
from
purchase
puny had made a large
.
the public is assured of a fine treat
coming free binder twine, or reduced duty on iCongressman Charles E. Townscado
is
Taft
of
War
Secretary
associaGrowers'
Tobacco
Dark
the
play.
in is an interview at Milwaukee, said this
when the curtain rises on the
was being heralded as a back with a bill in 'his pocket for the cigars while Mk. Taft is running
Stated From Louisville That Italian tion, and it
United States of his free raw mateaiat, and maybe Each-Townsend Rate Bill would be
admission
to
the
big
the
of
part
the
on
over"
"lay
Government Got afloo,000 Worth
duty.
somebody wild.
introduced in the next congress in
Declared "Hot-Air."
tobacco combination. It was said yes- Philippine products free of
At Clarksville.
Mir. Secretary Shaw also, is reputed practically the same form in which it
the
enterprise
this
will
have
in
'He
have
not
could
deal
the
the
that
says
terday
The Dawson Chronicle
Trust, to have a few rc-commendationa to passed the House at the last session.
involved the tobacco combine, since good will of the Tobacco
story of a big deal at that place,
whereby the Century hotel and other
Notfiing definite has yet been heard
properties are to come into a big
the
'Hopkinsville regarding
from
corporation under the management of
claimed to be on bedeal
purported
Far. Irving Thompson. of Henderson,
tween the Italian tobacco buyers and
•
is nothing hut "hot air."
the Farmer's association in which the
latter are trying to sell many thouDavid F. Sherrick, auditor of the sands of hogshead's of tobacco to the
state of Indiana, was renmved from. foreign government.
office by an executive order issued
A dispatch from Louisville yesterby Governor Hanky, charging that;
stated as follows regarding the
day
the official is guilty of "a plain and
deal:
inexcusable violation of the law and i
"It was reported on the Louisville
a gross bettaiyal of public trust in
breaks yesterday that the
tobacco
belong-;
funds
trust
of
investment
the
e of the Italian governrepresentativ
interests
i• to the state in private
• ment had purchased 8,000 hogsheads
own."
•
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CHURCH CIRCLES WAS DISMISSED

LOCK CANAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SERVI- CASE ACCUSING NICHOLSON FOR PANAMA SAID TO BE AS
CES TOMORROW FOREOF EMBEZZLEMENT IS
GOOD AS SETTLED; ENGINOON AND EVENING.
THROWN OUT.
NEERS ADMIT IT.

•

Rabbi Lovitch, the New Rabbi of John Griffin, alias "June Apple," Wa; Give Forecast of Final Conclusion in
Temple Israel, Preached First
Fined $2o for a Breach of
Private Conversation—Reasons
4
Sermon Last Evening.
the Peace.
Upon Which This is Done.
Rev. B. W. Bass, of the Tenth
Street Christian church, tomorrow
os(morning preaches on the subject of
"Personal
Responsibility."
At 3
o'clock in the afternoon he goes out
to the Pleasant Ridge school house
section of the county to start the
protracted meeting that will he held
under the arbor there. There will be
no services at the church here in
town tomorrow night, except those
conducted by the Young People's society.

4.

In the police court yesterday morn
ing there was dismissed the . case
charging J. F. Nicholson with emberzlement. He was formerly. connected with the Southern Mutual Investment company and Manager G.
E. Wilson, of that concern, had him
arrested on the charge that he embezzled $2.17 from the company and
put it in his pocket. Nicholson claims
the company owes bm $12 and he
collected 417 and kept it. He severil days ago sued for the balance
of the $13 claimed due. Now yesterday there was dismissed by Judge
Sanders the charge of embezzlement
against Nicholson.
John Griffin, alias June Apple, was
fined $20 for a breach of the peace.
There was dismissed the disorderly
conduct charge against John Carroll.
Alonzo Sansberry and Si Shelby
were both fined $20 and costs for
shooting craps.
Will A. Harris was fined $r for
being drunk.
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will furnish attractions for

The Paducah Travelinq Men's Club Carnival
September 25 to 30 inclusive,
14 BIG ATTRACTIONS 14

Washington; Sept. 15.—It is almost
FOR EVERYBODY, AGE CUTS NO FIGURE. THE LARGEST AND BEST AMUSEMENT AGGREas good as settled that the Panama
canal is to have locks, and that it is
GATION IN THE COUNTRY. WATCH FOR THE FAMOUS "SUNFLOWER
SPECIAL."
BAND
not to be a sea-level canal.
The
CONCERTS TWICE DAILY BY THE BEST MILITARY BAND ON THE ROAD. DOWN THE INmembers of the board of consulting
TERESTING MORAL PIKE YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH THE TRAINED WILD ANIMAL
engineers have this important matter
ARENA; EVERY ANIMAL AN ACTOR; SUBDUED BY THE IRON WILL OF THEIR TRAINERS
under consideration, but have made
no decision and are not likely to do
AND MADE TO PERFORM THE MOST WONDERFUL FEATS WITH ALMOST HUMAN INTELLIso until after they have made their
GENCE
forthcoming visit to the isthmus; but
members of the board privately say
they 'have little or no doubt as to
what their final conclusion is to be.
One member said he believed the report of the engineers' commission
Palestine Revivals.
FEATURING DAINTY, DETERMINED DEM•ONA LOOPING THE LOOP IN A HOLLOW BALL.
Rev W. P. Hamilton, of Woodville,
would be strongly in favor of a lock
HERE ALSO WILL BE PRESENTED DARE DEVIL SMITHSON LEAPING
THE
GAP; THE
was in the city yesterday and reported
canal, and added:
WHEELERS; ALBERTO, THE HUMAN SNAKE; THE RANDALL BROS., EXPERT
WHIRLING
that good work was going ahead at
The one great argument in favor
the revival being conducted at the
RIFLE SHOTS; THE VELARE TRIO, WORLD'S FAMOUS ACROBATS;MARDINE AND DENKAR,
of a sea-level canal is that it would
Palestine Methodist church by himmake the better canal, because ships
EQUILIBRISTS.
4sat and Rev. W. C. Watts, of
could go through it More expeditiousTHE KATZENJAMMER KASTLE. A DESPONDENCY DISPELLER OF THE IRRESISTIBLE
ly and with less danger; but, upon
• Lovelaceville. Ky. About seventeen
MAKES THE OLD FEEL YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEL GAY.
KIND
,konversions have been made by the
careful examination of the subject,
ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN ITS RARITY, ENCHANTING IN ITS LOVELINESS
ministers, who will close the gatherTHE
most of us have come to the conings tonight.
CREATION—THE MOST SUBLIME SPECTACLE EVER PRESENTED.
clusion that the argument is not well
WITHOUT
EXCEPfounded. In fact, ships could pass
TION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER ATTEMPTED UNDER CANVAS.
Evangelical Church.
through a properly constructed lock
PEGGY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE SIX BIG HITS ON THE PIKE AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
English services will be held tomorcanal quicker than through a seaThe
Southern
has
awarded
a
eonGORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS.
GRAND,
SEE PEGGY.
row morning at to:3o o'clock and to
tract aggregating $1,000,000 for a dou- level canal.' It is not the locks that
HOW
OLD
morrow night at 7:30 o'clock at the
IS
ANN—SEE
HER
YOURSELF.
WILL LAUGH AT ANN.
YOU
e track from Morristown to Knox- consume time, because a big ship can
Evangelical churth on South Fifth
go
modern
through
lock
a
twentyTHE
in
OF
PALACE
MIRTH—EVERY
MAKE,
YOU
EVERY STEP YOU TAKE—LAUGH.
MOVE
ville, and a line frown Chattanooga to
street. The subject for the morning
five to thirty minutes. If the locks
WU CHING MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAN IN THE WORLD.
Stephenson, Ala.
hour will be ."Schoo" while for the
are placed at the terminals of the
THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWING THE MOST SENSATIONAL PICTURES EVER REPROevening worship it is "Select and
canal the locking will practically conDUCED
BY ELECRICITY.
fill
the
pulpit,
but
have
as
yet
Sunday
exDevelop The Best." All
sume no time at all, for ships always
sehoo! children, parents and families tended no proffer to anyone. They tie up an hour or two on arriving at
TAKE A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAMOUS FOUR HORSE ABREAST
CARRY-US-ALL
HEAR
• are especially invited to the morning have several in view and one will be a canal port, and do the same at the
THE $io,000 ORCHESTRION PLAY THE LATEST AIRS. TAKE A RIDE IN THE FARRIS WHEEL
Tomorrow other end before putting to sea
worship, at which time "beginers" procured before long.
AND GET OFF THE EARTH. THE AMERICAN VILLAGE WILL BE A NOBJECT OF INTEREST
morning the regular Sirnday school again. One of the plans we have unwill occupy the front pews.
TO
EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROUNDS, AND THE OLD COUNTRY STORE WILL
worship will be held there, while in der consideration calls for a canal
FURNISH
Christian
the..
Endeavor
evening
the
AMUSEMENT
FOR ALL.
NOT A DULL MOMENT. SOMETHING GOING ON ALL THE TIME.
Trimble Street Methodist
with only two locks, one at either
A Rev. W. W. Armstrong returned worship will; be conducted.
end, and this plan is very attractive.
from Barlow,
.4 !yesterday morning
It will stand a 'good chance to be
Broadway Methodist Church.
where he has been assisting Rev. R.
adopted if we find there are no difto:ss A. M.
E. Brasstield with the series of proficulties about the lock foundations.
Si/ent prayer.
tracted meetings being conducted
Sea Level Not Best CaeaL
Organ voluntary
About twenty conversions
there.
"We
are well aware," continued this
Hymn No. 4.
were made while thirteen additions
member of the board, "that there is
Prayer.
to the church resuked. Tomorrow
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.
a popular impression that a sea-level
Doxology.
morning at the Trimble street Methand
means
that
canal,
the
canal
best
Scripture lesson.
odist church Rev. Armstrong will
the American people believe they can
The Gloria Patti.
preach (Ai "A Manly Man," while at
afford the best canal that can be
Scripture lesson.
sight time his theme will be "Is the
built But this is a mistake, in my
Offering—Organ solo.
Wined Growing Any Better."
opinion. There must be' one lock,
Anthem—"Heard Ye the Glacrning
anyway, even in a so-called sea-level
Tidings"—Mr. Edward Scott.
Lutheran Church.
canal. One more is a small considerHymn No. tao.
• Rev. Ilten will not conduct any
ation. With a lode canal we can,
Sermon — "What Jesus
Christ within a reasonable cost, get a pretty
services tomorrow morning at the
German Lutheran church on South Thought of God."—Rev. Thos. J. straight channel, and a cross-section
Fourth street. The Sunday school Newell, D. D.
4mosolm.
large enough to meet all the demands
pror.kip will be held at the usual Hymn No. 6R.2.
of the present and the future. The
Benediction.
*Lour, 9-30 o'clock. In the evening
area and alignment of the canal are
4preaches in the English language ,
Evening Service, 7:45 P. M.
far more important than the absence fleeting talent in the world. And all SINKING OF JAP
TRANSPORT. ish steamer Northrumbia. She was
Antliern—"Nearer My Cod
the topic "Christianity, The Reto of locks. With a wide, deep channel,
the indications now are that a lock
, Thee" by Albert J. Holden—Miss ha
insured at Tokio for $50,000.
ligion of Love."
giving plenty of water and steerage canal is to be the recommendation of
Details
Hart.
of
Accident
Learned—sa6
through
way, the time lost in going
the board.
Hymns 220, 336, 311.
Deferred News.
Men Drowned.
First Baptist
the lock, if we call it time lost. may
"The Power of A Purpose" is the
Sertnon—"Jesus Christ and Sin."
over
times
William F. Powell, United States
be compensated for many
ILLINOIS CENTRAL TO
topic tomorrow morning for Rev. J.
Victoria, B. C., Septet-116er
5.— minister to Hayti, is preparing to reby the speed by which ships steam
ENTER
BIRMINGHAM.
church,
Baptist
S. Cheek at the First
Second Baptist.
Particulars regarding the disaster to sign because of the prevalence of
through the whole forty-seven miles.
while in the evening he discourses on
Rev. E. H. Cunningham, of the To make a sea-level canal and give
the transport Kinjo, on August 23, in "riots, revolution and fever" in that
W. J. Harahan Now Going Over the the Inland sea of Japan, involving the
"Preparation for Eternity." The ev- Second Baptist church, is out at Lone
country.
it sufficient width and depth through
Route Toward That City,
ening services commence at 7:45 Oak in the county helping in a revi- the Culebra ridge would run the todrowning of Maj. Kobori and 126 The Japanese government has orval meeting now going on there, but
o'clock.
soldiers returning from Formosa, are dered the suspension of three newstal cost to almost prohibitory figures. Mobile, Ala., September
is einpected to return today and fill
15.—W. J. received from passengers on the Em- papers published respectively at KoThese are sonic of the reasons why Harahan, fourth vice president
of the press of India.
his pulpit tomorrow morning and
First Christian.
hl, Niigata and Otani for criticising
the opinion of members of one board
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton tomorrow night. If he does not come back he seems to be running strongly to a Illinois Central railway, is now snak- The 'British steamer Ilaralong, tin- the peace treaty.
ing an overland trip from Corinth to der charter to the Nippon Kusen
nA imorning at the First Christian church has already arranged for some one to canal with at least two locks."
The mayor and town council of
Haleyville, Ala., following up the sur- Kairsha, collided with the transport,
11 preaches on "Does Christ Need Any- preach for him at both hours.
Caucasia, have resigned as a
Tiflis,
Urges
Roosevelt
Haste.
vey recently made for a road between which displayed no lights. When the
thing at Our Hands," vhile "A Wilie
protest against the slaughter on
engiof
the
Most
members
of
the
these
tsoo
evening
points.
It
is
proposed
for
the
topic
to
Youth" is the
North Twelfth Mission.
captains sighted each other's vessels, Monday of social Democrats.
sermon.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon neering board 'crave returned from run a line from this place to Haley- they signaled aro) both shifted courses
David M. McKay and his 'wife were
Sunday school services will be held their visit to the president at Oyster vible, Ala., thence to Jasper, where to starboard, but the speed of the blown to pieces by the explosion of
urges
connection will be made with the transport was less than that of the
First Presbyterian.
at the North Twelfth street Baptist Bay. They say the president
nitroglycerin in a
them to make a report to him as soon Frisco into Birmingham. It has been Baralong, which crashed into the forty quarts of
40 Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First mission church.
wagon, near Clarksburg, W. Va.
indicate
possible,
not
but
as
he
did
reported several times that the Illi- stern of tire transport on the port
Presbyterian church, has been ailing
Political charges against William
whether he had a preference as to the nois Central will build this line at side. The Baralong at once put out
with malaria fever all of this week,
Rabbis Here.
R. Lieb, assistant United States
plainly
fact,
canal.
he
of
In
tilt.
an
type
to
enough
early date, the object being to four boats, and thirty-eight, imitating
Robbie M. Lovitch has arrived here
but thinks he will be well
treasurer at Philadelphia, have been
fill his pulpit tomorrow morning. He from Cincinnati and taken charge of told them he wanted their best judge- tip the coal lands in the Alabama seventeen of the crew, were picked tip forwarded to President Roosevelt.
whole
of
of
type,
question
the
ment
fields
bctween
this city and Jasper. but ia6 were drowned. -Awn the
the Temple Isreal, 'there last evenhas not yet 'elected his subject.
A warship is to be sent to Costa
ing he preached his first sermon. He regardless of any outside opinion or
trary4port went down. The ilBaralong Rica to convey Minister Merry to.
The
prejudices.
engineers
to:be
hope
Grace Episcopal.
was greeted with a large congregation
'A. Holston. Jr., recently manager was damaged about the bows and Nicaragua to make an inquiry into the
Rector David Wright, of the Grace which heard a very strong, forceful able to present their report in No- of a wholesale drug firm in Boston, was taken to Kavrasaki yards for - Albet11 case.
Episcopal church, will fill his pulpit and satisfactory sermon. The young vember or December, and President died in Son Francisco tinder circum- pair.
tomorrow morning and evening at the rabbi is a vigorous speaker and quick, Roosevelt wili send it to congress. stances indicating suicide.
The Kinjo was formerly the hit
roc a Wee c for The Register.
There is at present no statute deand apt man of learning. He is re-I 1
?usual hours.
siding at one of the flats to rear of fining the type of the canal. Unless
congress takes action the president
the temple.
•
No Pastor Yet.
is free to adopt any plan he sees fit
The congregation and officers of
to adopt. No one believes that eithThird Street Methodist.
he Cumberland Presbyterian church
Rev. P. H. Fiehits will preach on er the president or congress will go
held a meeting last Wednesday evening after the regular prayer services "Disobedient Jonah" Sunday morn- contrary to the recommendations of
were over and took under advisement ing and on "David's Great Slo and its the board of consulting engineers, a
body which embraces the best engithe question of calling a pastor to Lessons" at night.
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IREGISTER NEWSPAPER AO..
DEED TO SCHOOL PROP(Incorporated)
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Broadway.
At Register Building, 523
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
Professor A. N. Walker, of Virginia,
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Coming to Take Charge of Lone
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Oak College.
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The Cardui Story
is of vital interest to every sick and debilitated woman.
Read it, to find the reason for your trouble.
Read it, to find out how you can be cured.
No false claims are ever made about Cardul. Its success of over
70 years is built upon the solid foundation of TRUTH.

ROW

The school trustees at their next
meeting intend to again order that
Terms to Subscribers.
the council and aldermen instruct
$5-00 the city solicitor to make out a deed
Cne Year
2.50
Six Months
transferring to the board of educaLas
Three Months
tion the ground and building used as
to
One Week
the old Mechanicsburg school property before the new McKinley buildAnyone failing to receive this paper ing was constructed.
regularly should report the matter to
Some years ago private parties sold
The Register office at once. Tele- to the city of Paducah the property
phone Cumberland 3t13.
whereon was put the old .bu hling.
The school board bought the ground
has cured a million women, who were suffering with all the pains
•
A GRAND MIDICINZ.
from the city of Paducah and deeds
discomfort, which female weakness brings.
and
years
several
have been using Wine of Carwere ordered made out
YOUNG AND OLD
It will cure you, its it cured them—drive away your head- did"We
for several years," writes Mrs. J.
ago putting the title in the naine,of
unor
irregular
are earnestly urged to write us at once for Free Advice.
s,
sensation
dragging
dizziness,
ache,
backache,
L. King, of Harms, Term., "and fad
the board of education. These deTds
/stake us your confidant, describing all your troubles, statIt a grand medicine for female trouble.
natural discharge, and make you a healthy, happy woman.
and
ns
instructio
therevaluable
you
send
will
,
we
and
executed
ing
age,
never
were
though
It has saved me =my doctors° mkt
Try it.
advice, In pWa, sealed envekipe.
fore the title- is still in, the name of
I expect to continue to nes It."
oga
Chattano
The
Dept,
Advisory
19o5.
Ladies'
16,
Address:
Saturday Morning, Sept.
the city of Paducah. The matter has
At every Druggist's, in $1.00 Bottles.
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tana.
been laid beficre the latter several
times and referred to the solicitor,
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
but nothing has ever been done towards transferring the property to
The Register is authorized to an- the school board. Now that the new
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a Mechanicsburg building is put up
candidate for Coroner of McCracken there :s no, need for the old one and
county, subject to action of the demo- it has been sold to Mr. J. K. Bonducratic precinct and county convention rant, who will use it for Christian
is,
to be held Wednesday, October
church missionary purposes. To give
se.
courthou
county
the
at
him a clear deed to the property the
board of education, will now have
the city transfer it to the latter, to
On the occasion of Missouri Day whom it
rightfully belongs.
at the Portland, Ore., Lewis and
New Professor Coming.
C'Irk exposition a presidential boom
Professor A. N. Walker, of Wyers
for'Gov. Folk, of Missouri, was
Cave, Va., is expected bo take the
launched by Gov. Chamberlain, of
position of princPal of the West
weleom
his
of
course
Oregon. in the
Kentucky college out at Lone Oak.
ing address to Gov. Folk. Gov. Cham in the county. He succeeds Prof.
berlain mentioned Gov. Folk as "the Joseph Ragsdale, who resigned the
natural choke of the democrats for place to take a position in the city
schools.
president," and "the announcement
outous
was greeted with a tremend
Divorce and Remarriage.
burst of applause,v according to the
(Owenslboro Inciter.)
There were
The Episcopal church in Canada
telegraphic reports.
the re"thousands of people in the assem- has settled the question of
by abpersons
of
divorced
marriage
bly," says the report quoted, "and solutely forbidding tire clergy to reO4
AD
MI
there were many shouts for Folk and marry any divorced person while the
our next president." When tie ap- former husband or wife is still liva
ON THE RIVER AND AT ECHO SPRINGS
peared to respond io the introduc- ing. This is naturaWy taken as
BRING YOUR FAMILY AND BASKET AND ENJOY A FINE DAY
advothe
m
by
ging
sympto
encoura
tion he was received with deafening cates of a similar reform in the
applause which cntinued at intervals church in this country. If Canada
though he made but slight reference can set so high a standard, why not
to the connection of his name with the United States?
yolhen one compares the condition
CHARACTERS ALLOWED ON THE BOAT
the presidency. Gov. Folk at a banGOOD ORDER GUARANTEED. NO INTOXICATING DRINK) OR BAD
which confront the churches in the
quet in the evening spoke on "Mis- two countries, however, the answer
souri, the Mother of Oregon," and wiH not seem so simple. Fortunately
this address won trm additional ap- official statistics.. for Canada published by the Dominion government are
plause.
available. In the year twos five diThe death of Patrick A. Collins, vorce§ in Ontario and one in Quibec
In
of Boston, at Hot Springs, a few were granted by act of parliament.
Odic
thirteen
s
province
other
three
days since, removes from the demoial divorces were granted. Thy t,
cratic ranks of Massachusetts one of tal for all Canada in 19°4 was nineits most prominent men. Mr. Collins teen. In the thirty-seven years, PR6i3
had for several teems been elected to 19°4, inclusive, the total number
of all kinds granted in
mayor of Boston, but previously was of divorces 336. In addition to these
Canada was
in congress and in the palmy days of a total of nine judicial separations
CLeveland's career he was one of his and "decrees nisi" were granted in
strongest supporters. Mr. Collins that period. The number of divorced
at men and women, botlk native and imPOCKETBOOK FOUND.
presided at the convention in
PADUCAH BOY.
migrants, living in Canada in Tool FUSIONISTS HAVE A SPLIT
ed
which Mr. Cleveland was nominat
was 661, or, as the statistical yearWas Lying on Floor of N. C. & St.
Group Photo.for president, and was consocuour book carefully points out, 12.3 in Seems McClellan Is Sure to Again Mr. Irvin Cobb in
L. Coach.
uth•
acrortsmo
at
graphed
Be New York's Mayor.
in other party councils. Though out every mo,000 of the population.
the
There is hardly a judge in
Last evening a car cleaner of the
of the national political lime light
This week's Harper's Weekly of
New York, Sept. 15.—The tprecounty of the United
remote
most
C. & St. L. passenger coaches
N.
of the
for some years he had lost but little
States who does not grant as many 9cmatives of the Citizens' Union with New York contains a picture
a pocketbook and sokhers
found
of his prominence and his &ash divorces a year as all the parliaments drew Illot night from a fasion con- Russian envoys and newspaper cor- Armour Star Hams lb
1312 guide lying on the train that came in
We have ference of the various local political respondents at Portsrhourn, N. H., Armour Sh.eld Hams lb 13 1 2e
come, as a loss to his party, espec- and judges of all Canada.
fmni the .Soni h at -8 o'clock., and
granted. organizations opposed to Tammany during the recent peace negotiations. Fqscy Picnic Hams, !ler lb
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Ask Your Grocer for It
Take no substitute for "Just as Good."

7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and delivered iree of charge anywhere in the
city.

Cl
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tucky Nut 1 2 Cents
Best Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Ken
Than the Ordinary Coal.
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED.)

S

Second and Ohio Streets.
481/4141141111111114111111111111Mba

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254

1
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EDGAR W.'WHITTEMORE,EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.

CANCEL CONTRACT SOUTHWESTERN
KENTUCKY NEWS

ONE CITY OFFICIAL DOES NOT
BELIEVE BITULITHIC
GOOD.

mating it at 5,000.
The caving of the sand bar opposite
this city • has occasioned some cornnmt because larger portions than
usual seem to he sliding into the river. The caving opposite commenced
just after the government work on
this side, throwing the swift current
away from our banks and against the
Nlissouri side so strong that in a few
weeks caving commenced about two
miles below and has slowly worked
up until all of the bank opposite our
City shows steep from the pressure
against it.

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH

REAL ESTaa'''A- WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR Cr.

(Mayfield Monitor, 15th.)
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Paducah, Ky.
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Thole B. McGregory,
attack and the latter is confined to
Benton, Ky.
One of the main supporters in the his bed with typhoid fever.
(Smithland Democrat, 14th.)
council of the bitulithic work to be
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Tlline section of this county, were deSOUTHERN RAILWAY
Fourth and Ninth street and Jeffer- confined to his bed .for some time
stroyed by fire last week. One which
Extremely low rates are announcson from Fifth to Ninth streets, stat- with stomach trouble. He was well belonged to
Mi. Jesse Owen, but we ed via the Southern railway from
ed yesterday that if he could possibly known around Mayfield and in the did not learn
the name of the owner points on its lines for the folloiveng
find any legal way to do so that he southern part of the county and leaves of the other one. They
caught while special occasions:
would start a strong fight to cancel two brothers, Thomas and Blue WV- the owners were firing tobacco.
Richmond, Va.—Farmers Motional
Both
the contract for the bitulithic material Hares. The body was shipped to barns were large frame buildings.
congress, Sept 12-22. igos.
In continuing he said that he voted Mayfield, arriving here Thursday
Rates for the above occasion open OFFICES: Beaton. Ky., rear bank
Mr. C. M. Powelk an aged and
for the btulithic to be used on the morning on the seven o•cloek train highly respected citizen of the Pan- to abe ptsblic. Tickets will be sold to
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
avenue and Jefferson, but that since and was conveyed to a burying ground handle section of this county, who these points from all stations, on the
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
then he has inspected Broadway very near Cuba by his brothers.
was adjudged of unsound mind a few Southern rai/way. Detailed informa- New Phone Les.
Old Phone 303.
closely every week or two and finds
A short time ago Judge R. J. Bugg weeks go, and sent to the Hopkins- tion can be had upon application to
that this poor class of composition is made an application to Governor ville asylum, died there last Friday, any, ticket agent of the Southern
not fit for public street work. He Backham for a reward for the ap- and his body was brought home for raily or agents of connecting boles
also believes that Broadway will have prehension of
Walter
McClain, burial Saturday. Mr. Powell was once or by acklreseing the undersigned.
to be torn up within the next two Graves county's double murderer. the foremost citizen of his neighborT. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexingeon, Ky.
years and reconstructed altogether Thursday Judge Webb received noti- hood, and was for many years justice
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washwith new material. The contractors fication that Judge Bugg's applica- of the peace in his district.
ington, D. C.
guarantee to keep tbe highway in re- tion had been passed upon and that
C H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
pair for five years, but this official a reward of $2oo was now up for Mc(Menton Tribune, 15th.)
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
Lonisvillip Ky.
who has turned so cold toward bitu- Clain's arrest. It wibl be recalled by Last Friday night at the residence
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A.. St "King of Razors," has moved from
litlec this summer says he does not many that one day last summer W)al- of Rev. L. V. Henson, John Hampton
Louis. MA.
406 Broadway to tog South Fourth
believe the thoroughfare would stand ter McClain shot and killed his and Mrs. Ida Butler were married,
keeping the stuff en there for five brother, Berthel McClain and a Rev. Henson performing the cere
street (red front) and wishes to wel
friend, John Canter, at Lynnville, and rnony. This is the third venture of
years.
come
all his old friends and custom"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
As to stopping the work on the later escaped.
the bride.
An elopement with quite- a, lot of
avenue when Fourth is reached and
Last Saturday the gentle spirit of
on Jefferson when Fifth is gotten to. exciting points, occurred Wednesday Mita. J. S. Stackhouse, after a long
this official said he was strongly op- evening w'hen Len Bowden and Miss illness, took its flight to that home
posed to this as he believed if the Ira Swanson decided to get married. whence no traveler returns. MTS.
bstalithic people would put a large The parents of the couple reside on Stackhouse was the daughter of Rev.
NEAR MARION, KY.
enough force to work immediately Hickory street, in the southwst part J. B. Fletcher, deceased, and was a
--DENTIST—
they could get everything completed of town, and the girl's folks were worthy daughter of such a father and zoo Room hotel—High and Dry and
strenuously
opposed
match.
the
to
Well Ventilated.
all the way out to Ninth street, both
a true and devoted wife.•
Trueheart Building.
storm sewers and btulithic, by the but this did not alter the arrangeA NICE PLACE TO SPEND
ments of the couple, for when the
(Smithland Banner, 14th )
last of next month.
YOUR VACATION.
The storm sewer on the north side 5:12 train pulled out for Fulton yes- George Devers, the young man who THE BEST OF HOTEL
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
ACof the avenue has gotten nearly to terday afternoon it took the young cut Nathan Demean, at Sugar Creek COMMODA
TIONS, AND THE
zoo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Fourth street as to excavations, while !pair with it and a short time later church, some weeks ago, and who BEST OF
LIFE GIVING WAunited
marriage
in
were
by
•
himself
they
a has been in jail since giving
the pipe are laid down almost as far.
Both Phones 355
Fulton pastor. Mr. Swanson, the up, was indicted for manslaughter TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
young lady's father, did not catch the and gave bond Wednesday. The bail
Office hours 8 to zo a. in., i to 3
MOVING PICTURES.
FROG HUNTING. FISHING,
5:12 train, but he followed on the l was fixed at $/0300.
p. in. and 7 to 9 p.
7:20 and at once set out to check the I
N T. Hill killed a blue crane, SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
Many Made Here Recently to Be matrimonial proceedings. He wael
last Thursday, measuring seven feet FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE.Seen at The Kentucky.
too late, however, and returned to from tip to tip fl the wings and six RENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
'Mayfield empty-handed.
Mr. and andone-half feet high. It weighed AND THE YOUNG.
The coming engagement of the Mrs. Bowden will reside in Mayfieldiefty pounds. The big bird was ,shot
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
Architect and Superintendent
#iriake Stock company at The Ken- upon their return. The bride is 16 just below Vicksburg, on the CumRAILROADS.
tucky for four nights beginning Wed- years old, while the groom has hard- berland river
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
401 Fraternity Building.
nesday, with matinee Saturday, is ly reached 21.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 31.
koked forward to with great interest
Excursion to Philadelphia.
Asi the theatre-going people, who are
(Mayfield Messenger, 14th.)
On account of the Patriarchs MiliKentucky.
Paducah.
i Ions to see the moving, pictures
Mir. James Martin died at his "home tant and Sovereign Grand Lodge I.
the fire department and other
•
cast of the city this week of typhoid 0. 0. F., the Illinois Central Railenws which were taken here a few
—When in Want of—
road company will, on* September 13,
lever.
--days ago by the represeletatives of
An infant child of Mk. Pritchard ti and 15 sell first-class tickets from
REPAIRING
RUBBER
TIRES
:the company. These features w'll be
east of the city, was found idead in Paducah to Philadelphia, Pa., and reBUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
T Abown at every performance.
,
turn for $23.25. Tickets good only
They bed Thursday morning.
•
If you want your clothes cleaned, Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmithi11 be life size, and when thrown on
The protracted meeting at the for continuous passage in each direcbig Call on
•. screen will measure 19x2.4 feet. Baptist
church which began Sunday tion and must be deposited with the dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Fvery person within range
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
joint
agent in Philadelphia immediof the .is attracting large congregations.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
ately upon arrival and will be good
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
offers a great chance to ece
yourself'Me citizen of Fancy Farm, died Sun- on the return trip not earlier than the nicest line of samples for tints
others see you. In addition an
September in, nor later than Septemex- day morning.
in the city. Suits made to order.
•
seriss rf motion pictures from
The most serious accident occurred ber 25th. An extension of limit until
!Sections of the globe will be seen about 3 o'clock this afternoon that has October 5th may be obtained upon
payment of a fee of $too. For furevery picture is intens'fied
with happened since the advent of the auE. H.PURY EAR,
LAWYERS.
ical effects and illusions. In- tomobiles into our city. Judge W. ther particulars apply to
J.
Donovan,
T.
lied with the pictures a
Agt.,
Paducah,
Ky.
was
buggy
P.
with
Mr.
in
Lee
the
fine
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, Both thones 695--Rooms 203 and 204
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
me of vaudeville is offered,
M- John Minton going out east Broading Miss Grace Gilmore Hamil- way, and when near the residence of
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
Fraterity Building.
lyceum entertainer; Miss
Reduced Rates, Lexington, Ky.ai
Lulu Dr. McCrory they met an autonmBroadway,
Paducah,
i-a
Ky.
i, soprano aolOst, and
On account of the State Fair
523
C. W. hile conaing into town. Just about
en, pianist. The big
New Phone 490.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
novelty of the time t4uey passed it the horse be- Lexington, Ky., the Illinois Central
Ate entertainment i.: T.
V. stock.s came frig4itened and began kicking. Railroad company will sell tickets SPECIALTIES:
. 'Smoot) Parisian
Judge Lee attempted to get out as from Paducah to Lexington and renovelty.
Attorney-at-Law,
This is the only act of its LaProtea. the horse woe about to turn the bug- turn, September 17th to 23rd inclusAbstracting of Titles,
kind
in
the
N1 orld and
Insurance, Corporation and
will create a large amount gy over, when he fell and broke his ive, for $9.35, good returning until
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
ef comment wherever
September
24th.
left
Real Estate Law.
arm
wrist,
near
the
bruised
his
seen.
If you attended the
On account of Kentucky confer'head, hurt one leg and was othermatinee at
Kentucky Labor Day your iTh
hurt. MT. Minton's read was ence, M. E. Church, Lexington, Ky.,
picture wise
AN 'I I be
had'y hurt and his left leg and body tickets will be sold September 27th,
shown by the Fiske
StoCk injured.
C no my here.
and athh, with return limit October
3rd, for $T2.15 for the round trip.
TRUEHEART
BUILDING/
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing
(Hickman Courier, eith.)
phone
at
s88
the office, both
Both
Paducah, Ky.
Dandruff cured by electrical
-Mrs. Sob DeBow died Wednesday
Office
Residence,
and
reaidenc.
treat
phones
at
240
Rooms
Office hours
3
and
4,
G. C. WARFIFLD, T, A.,
numbs. Body massage,
Electrical afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. She was
7 to 9 a. in.; Ito 3 p. in., 7 to 9 p.
Union
Depot.
airdreasing Parlors, 431
Jefferson the wife of one of our esteemed citColumbia Building.
. eetizens.
Low
Rates
to
-California.
At an early hour this morning, Mrs.
Phon xo4i Red.
1 Henry Mammen, jr..
From Setpember is, to October 31,
the reliabli Lewis Whipple, aged 29 years, died
•
the Illinois Central Railroad com- I.
•k manufacturer. Blank
Book* at tbe home of her father, Hart pany will
sell one-way second-class
Job and Edition binding. The
OFFICE roo NORTH FIFTH
only Present, on Carr street, after an ill- tickets to San
Francisco, Los Angeexclusive book binder in Paducah ness of ten days.
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
.Library work a specialty.
TELEPHONES
The Baptists of Poplar Grove had
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
•
a big baptizing here Sunday afternoon
Office en
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Office with Drs. Rivera & Rivers, 120 Residence slid
The Rev. George H. Simmons, for- at 3:30 o'clock, conducted
by Rev.
S
merly of Louisville, hag bought a Steigler, and many were receiced into
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
bank at Peoria, Ill. He is the pastor church. This was attended by a great David Malone committed suicide at
Burney, Ind., because his wife turd
of a Baptist church at that place.
crowd from all directions, some esti- secured
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone z692
a divorce.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
OBS
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Mayfield Ky.
Park
also
Office
Sz7Loss
agents,
has
estate
real
The

Very Low Rates

OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR

LAWYERS

GREEN GRAY

Crittenden Springs
..HOTEL...

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

Taylor & Lucas,

Dr. Childress Dr. B. B. Griffith

11.1. Rivers,M. D.

Dr. B. T. Hall

-- RKIA
D.0.r)A

_

S. W. Arnold

worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
•
Telephone, old. AK

I

—Subscribe for the Register.

NOT/CE!
Highest price paid for second-hand

StoVes ar2d
FUrtrzithre.

DEAL'S

b(tncdhaesniira

Phone 136, red.

5.

Buy anything and sell everything.
215-220 Court street. Old phone
1316.

Clem

Frausioli.

Moving wagon in connection.
J. K. HENDRICK.

J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1,
ing, 523

2

1-2

and 3 Register Build-

Broadway.

Practice in all doe courts of' the
state.

Both phones 31.

4

Four Gents a Pound
SEND

YOUR

A. S. DAB/TEY, LAUNDRY

0. D. Schmidt

.0111111=1M

It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.

TOILET

ROUGH

DRY

TO THE PADUCAH
SUPPLY

COMPANY.

FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOTLESS WORK AND PROMPT DELIVERY.

0•

OLD PHONE zoz5.

G. C. DIUGUID,
,at
ATTORNEl'AT-LAW!
log

I -1

North Fourth Street, Upstairs

Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.

7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY

Attorney-at-Law.
Rome 13 arid 14 Columbia Building.
Old Phone tog.

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS

•

•

Rooms 10, ii and is. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy

Cecil Reed

R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER-Will practice in all courts of Kentucky and Illinois.
_

D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.

set

1
DR. W. C. EMBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office,

3o6 Broadway—Phone

120.

Residence, hg Broadway.
Phone 149.
Office phone 251, Residence Phone 474

Vernon Blythe

4
1
4 •4,4

'

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.

Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, 400

Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when indicated.
1-2

4,t

46

5'511
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ickest
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fort
ble,
itch
m.
Jas.
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INCREASE LIMIT SCHOOL TUITION LARGE FUNERAL
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TERLY COURT.
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preshis criminal docket also. At
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NEW METHOD OF
ent he empanels the grand jury the
are not able to pay for the attendance Coroner Charles Crow
COMMUNICATION. first day cR the criminal term and families
go to school, and every day had to hold an inquest. He found
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petit jury the second day. This renatural causes. The reMachine by Which Handwriting Can sults in the grand jury having only since opening this week something of death from
at the county cemburied
were
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come
has
nature
this
Be Transmitted.
one day the start of the petit jury in
etery
Supyesterday
same
of
In speaking
examining into cases for purpose of
▪ York, Sept. is.—Some months bringing in indictments. As the petit erintendent Lieb stated that he would
New
ago the press described a device for jury works fast this status of affairs lay before the school board the questhe instantaneous transmission of terminates detrimentally when the tion of appointing a committee from
At that time the first grand jury gets bold of some cases the board of educstion to investigate
handwriting
maclame had been experimentally in- they have to investigate several days each and every case coming up and
stalled in the office of a New York before indictments are returned. In pass on its meths.
NWICK PASSED
MR. JOHN
man of affairs. He used it to corn- this way the petit jury catches up Another point in connection with
AWAY, OF DROPSY, WEDboard
the
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is,
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manic-ate with the clerk who re- with the grand jury, tries all the
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the
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It has enormous advantages over grand jury to bring in more bills beother methodist communication, since fore they can try them and proceed vance for a month at a time. Many
it is both instantaneous and silent. It,with business. This has requited in times in the past the people would Lived Here in Paducah, Where He
Built and Managed the Steam
is these two qualities which has the petit jury often being dismissed let the tuition go on without paying
"dunned"
Heating Company.
be
to
have
and
would
it
brought the device into use in near- some days at noon, and adjournment
ly every big bank in New York. Now- of court taken until the next morn- time and again. As the professors are
adays when you go into a bank to ing in waiting on the grand jury. This not in the bill collecting business,
have a check cashed the man at the means just half a day lost, and Judge now the parties pay in advance to The many friends of Mr. John H.
window will courteously ask you to Reed has announced that when the the treasurer, get a receipt and pre- Fenwick will regret exceedingly to
wait a moment and will then go next term of criminal court comes senting the latter to the professor at learn that he died Wednesday afterahead, apparently, with his clerical along, in December, he intends em- the school they desire entering, are noon at his home in Bowling Green,
Ky., after an illness with dropsy. Mr.
work. If you were standing at his paneling the grand jury one week permitted to attend he studies.
Fenwick was the superintendent of
shoulder, however, you woukl see that ahead of the usual time, to they can
the steam heating plant of Paducah
he is writing on a very small desk, go ahead and investigate cases, bring WANTS ALLIANCE
over which runs a roll of paper: in indictments and get nhead in their
WITH UNCLE SAM until the first of this year, when he
resigned and returned to his old/ home
"Will John Smith's account cover a work, in order the petit jury can come
check for Stsor The answer appears, along, be ernpaneled at the right Russia Says it is Indispensible— to in Bowling Green. He installed the
heating plant here and made Paducah
in a moment directly above the time, and go ahead with trial of the
Stay at Front.
his home for many months, during
question—an exact fac simile of the big pile of cases gotten ready for
handwriting of the clerk who has the them by the grand jury. By the
St. Petersburg, Sept. 15.—Russia which time 'his cats evidenced a
book of accounts in /large. If it is latter body getting one wee-k the wants an alliance with the United business man of' sterling worth and
favorable, the check is paid at once, start there is only a rillitht possibility States. An assistant to Count Lams- excellent ideas. When he relinquishand you go away without knowing of the petit jury catching tip to the dorf, minister of foreign affairs, said ed his place of superintendent of the
that the qnesticsn as to Mr. Smith's extent that the latter would have to yesterday: "A Russo-American en- heating company it was taken by Mr.
account has been asked.
adjourn for half or whole day in wati- tente is indispensable to prevent the F,dward Hannan, who looks after
At the Hotel Astor also one of the ing on the other body.
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clerk at the desk to communicate extra week in advance they are' em- have heretofore supposed that Russia
with the bookkeeper or the manager parried for the judge intends disposing was the chief obstacle backing them state as follows regarding the demise:
'without the knowledge of patrons or of motions lodging papers, etc, in from converting the Pacific Ocean in- "John H. Fenwick, one of the Lest
there who may be standing at a civil cases.
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Public Printer Palmer has
Will William*, aged 30 years, and marine, is not a
good long pull at public office. He an inmate of the county poor farm, tor, but rather an excellent custotner. of the Bowling Green Machine works.
was congressman from Iowa in the died and was buried by Coroner Crow while victorious Japan, as England's He had served in the city council
ally, will render American progress and had been a member of the
sixties, retiring to become editor of at the county cemetery.
President
Inter-Ocean.
impossible in the Far East. Now board of public works. He was one
the Chicago
Templar
Hayes appointed him postmaster at
J. E. B. Stuart, son of the Confed- that we are ejected from Manchuria of the best known Knights
Chicago in 1877 and he held the of- erate cavalryman and collector of cus- we nd :hanger fear Japanese aggres- in Kentucky and was also an Elk
fice until 1885. Harrison made him toms at Newport News, has been sion. But American interests are ex- and Odd Fellow. He joined the Roman Catholic church yesterday and
pttblic printer. and McKinley reap- warned not to be so active nor to per- posed to it."
secret orders of which 'he was a
the
pointed him
The war office has announced that
mit his office force to be so partisan
bodies
Lineviteh is to remain in Manchuria. member will not/participate as
in their political irvnic.
services
tomorrow."
funeral
the
at
to
there,
Fresh troops are to be sent
The Zambesi bridge at Victoria
Falls, East Africa, has been formally iGen Lawrence Pike Graham, U. S. take the place of the others, who are
roc a Week for The Register.
to return to their homes.
A., retired, died in Washington.
opened to traffic.

Captain R. A. Preston left last
night for a visit in Memphis and
Texas, where he will be gone until
next November, when he returns
here to again visit his sister, Mrs.
Frank Cubourn, wife of the well
known conductor.
Captain Preston is of the constabulary forces in the Philippine Islands
and is now off upon a kave of absence of several months, during which
visiting It's 'friends and
time he
relatives in this section of the country. He is a most congenial man
who made many friends during his
stay here and will be welcomed back.
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WELL KNOWN MAN
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VaNK.

is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with e snowy whit e, one-piece
liteedeed• Porcelain Enameled Lavatory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom
and will gladly quote you prices.

ED. HANNAN, Plumber.

Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
It to

lohn 3. Bleich, leweler.
Paducah, Ky.

224 Broadway,

ll-e++++++++

i

J E. COULSON,

NG...
„
MBI
PLU
...
Steam and Hot Water Heating. 1
529 Broadway.

Phone 133.

i

4-++++-1-1-F+4.H+441

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductsth, Kentuckti,
Capital and Surplus $1155,000
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.

ED P. NOBLE,PRES.

N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per ceot per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to sige. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.

New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open:under a new
management for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates

Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
For Vaalta, Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work

Use

GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not become dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.

Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Office
Superior Facilities for
2nd and Monroe
Handling Freight, Machinery
Both 'Phones ii
And Household Goods.

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,
ts.
4,

▪

Residence Phone 726

Subscribe For The Register

WITH EVERY DOSE OF MEDICINE YOU TAKE, YOU NATURALLY THINK—"I WONDER
IF IT WAS COMPOUNDED CORRECTLY"—YOU HAVE A PERFECT RIGHT TO THINK IT, REGARDLESS OF
WHO
COMPOUNDS IT. BUT THERE IS A
FEELING OF CONFIDENCE AND
SAFETY THAT FOLLOWS THIS
FEELING, OUR LABEL PRODUCES THIS.

iABouT THE pEopLE THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548

POPULAR WANTS

It's Good and It's Healthful.

illESDAY NIG
SEPHT
T 19

Miss Gwynne Perkins leaves tdWANTED—Colored cook at 321
day for Memplis after visiting relaDOCTORS SAY THAT THERE'S NOTHING BETTER
Madison street. Good wages; light
tives for the past week.
FOR
A WARM, THIRSTY MAN THAN 4 LONG, COOL
work.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor and sari leave
DRINK OF
today for St. Louis, where the former
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
goes to take depositions in a lawsuit.
OF
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
The Dainty Comedienne,
Mr. Edward McFadden is here
Inquire 1o18 Trimble street.
from St. Louis visiting 'his brothers.
Nfiessrs -Dan and Wilhans McFadden.
FOR RENT: Two front rooms
Mrs. Mary Bailey, Mrs. T. B. Upand kitchen; also n furnished room.'
ton and Mr. Roscoe Bailey spent the
In
day yesterday with relatives in Me- Paul Wilstach's Comedy of the South Very reasonable to good tenants. Ap;
Ply 314 South Fourth street.
tropolis.
Prescriptions called for and delivDr. V. A. Stilley, of Benton, was
FOR RENT: Second and third
in the city yesterday.
EVERY MAN WHO HAS T RIED IT WILL
ered to any part of the city.
AGREE
floors of building on taller Third
Presiden
t
J.
V.
THAT IT'S THE BEST BEER THAT EVER TRICKLED
Hardy,
of
the
Hardy
Phones No. x80.
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
Buggy company, returned yesterday
Select Company of Players,
DOWN HIS THROAT.
Ccr. 4th and Broadway,
first floor suitable for business ofmorning from a strip to Tennessee. Original Complete Producti
on and fice at very
IT HAS A FLAVOR ALL ITS OWN—A PECULI
reasonable prices. H.
Mr. M. B. Russell is here from
ARLY
PADUCAH,
Accessories.
KENTUCKY.
SATISFYING TASTE THAT COMES FROM THE PURE
Nfanamen, Jr.
Louisville. He is the insurance adEverything Carried Complete.
MALT, CAREFULLY SELECTED HOPS.
juster.
Saturday Morning, Sept. 16, 1905.
MANAGEMENT OF
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
Mo. C. H. Blackburn, of Cincinnati.
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTE
D. L. WILLIAMSON,
dwelling, seven rooms, large recepis in the city on business. He is the
R BREW.
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
big varnish man of the Queen City. Prices 25, as, 50, 75 1.00 and 1.5o.
out buildings, nice yard with shade
Mrs. Lizzie Quick went to Louis- Seats on sale Monday 9 .a in.
trees. Wil still on terms to suit purville yesterday.
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
Mr. H, H. Meyers, wife and child
924 North Seventh street. New
have returned from Mayfield where
The Kentucky Realty Co., ro8 Fraphone No. 630.
the former has been some weeks
ternity Balding. Old phone 851.
TELEPHONE 548.
decorating the Methodist church inMrs. DOT4111.6 private school will terior.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
WANTED: Compositors, non- unopen September to
ion, $19.50 per week. Strike on. A
Mr. W. N. Robins, of Chicago, is
call for the "Blue School Lists" here
few A I stone, job and make up men.
while en route Mine from a
at Harbour's Book Dept.
WITH
Largest jot printing plant in the U.
visit to Henry covity, Tenn.
Buy your school books and supS. Permanent position guarant
Miss Mary 1-1711 -has returned to
BIG MATINEE SATURDAY.
es early at Harbour's Book Dept. Mayfield
Commencing Wednesday, Sept. 20. competent men of good character.
after visiting here.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath, Miss Mabel Calissi went
Transportation expenses refunded toyesterday SOMETHING NEW
609 I-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434 to re-enter
IN THE AMUSEMENT FIELD. all who make good. R .R. Donnelly
school at Bethithem coland New v6i.
& Son., Chicago.
lege.
—Patrolman
Rogers will tonight
Mr. Curt C. Covington left ysterday
return from Lexington, Ky., where for New York.
INCLUDING
Ile look to the reform school Will 'Mr. Will Rieke left
T. V. Stock's Parisian Novelty.
for HopkinshficClennand, the little colored boy., ville yesterday.
211 BROADWAY,
—Cute Montgomery, colored, was
Messrs Douglas Baghy and John
The Leading Licensed Pawnbroker of
arrested last evening by Officers Pot- Brooks go to Hopkinsv
ille to attend
ter and Gourieux on the charge of a house party being given
Paducah.
by Miss
gambling.
Money to loan on all personal valuables, DiaRoselia Green.
—Mrs. George Barrett was yester- (Mrs. 0. B. Powell and sister,
LYCEUM ENTERTAINER.
Miss
monds, Watches, Ciuns, Pistols, Etc
day removed to a private ward at the Jennie Strassman,
are visiting in
Riverside hospital for treatment. She Princeton.
All Business Strictly Confidential.
has been ill since last spring.
SOPRANO SOLOIST.
Mr. Henry Enders returned yester—Mr. William Crow leaves Monday day to the Carbondale, Ky., mines af- See the Labor Day Pgrade.
Bargains in Unredeemed Pledges.
24 lb bag Ferndell Fancy Pat.
with his family to locate in Los An- ter spending several
See
Third
Kentuck
WATCH
y
.Reginte
ES
nt at
days here on
AND JEWELRY REPAIRED AT HALF PRICE.
eat Flour
7..SO
geles, Cal.
Camp Yeiser.
business.
24 lb bag Purity Fancy Patent
211 Broadway
—43c. L. L. Smith has gone to LexPrices—Night, 15C 25C 35C and Soc.
211 Broaaway
Mrs. George Flournoy yesterday
Flour
Tot
ington, Ky., to remain until he recov- returned from visiting
Matinee, children isc, Adults 25C.
in Mayfield
24 lb bag Fancy Straight Flour 6oc
ers from an attack of illness that has
Seats on sale Tuesday at 9 a. In.
Dr. Edgar Starks, of Benton, has
Corn Meal per bushel
hoe,
ovettome him. He is the doctor who gone to Dallas, Texas, to take a
8 lb Lump Laundry Starch ... 'Sc
recently located -here at Second and place in a drug house there.
He was
g bars Swift Pride Soap
2SC
TAXPAYERS' NOTICE.
Broadway.
formerly with Lang Brothers here.
Nice large Irish Potatoes per pk 15C
—There has been -postponed the
Mr. Rollie Miller, of the Fowler25C
business meeting called for 3:30 Crumbaught boat store, is visiting at . Paducah, Ky., September r, 1905. 3 lb large size New Prunes
You are hereby notified that all 2 lb new and fancy Evaporated
o'clock this afternoon by the Maga- Princeton, where
he went from persons
Peaches for
25C
owning, or having in their
., sine club at the home of Mrs. Birdie Smithland.
Sc
Campbell. The continuance is nec- ,Miss Annie Crooks. the new surgi- possession, or under their control as Dark Brown Sugar per lb
essary on account of the Y. M. C. A. cal nurse for Riverside hospital, has agent, guardian, or committee, exec- 3 packages New Quaker Oats 25C
entertainment at The
Kentucky, relived from Louisville. and assumed utor, administrator, curator, trustee, Quart bottle Imported Marasreceiver, commissioner or otherwise, quino Cherries
where many club members will have
5°C
duties.
reality, tangible or intangible person- • I lb cans Good Luck Baking
to be.
kfe. Howell Baker, of Natchez, al
Powder
property, on the 15th day of Sep'Sc
—The atmosphere was rather close Mis‘, yesterday returned home after
yesterday and the hest was felt. Last attending the bedside of his brother, tember, are required on or before the New Carmelo White Asparagras
per can
305
night w-as quite pleasant, 'however. Mr. B. F. iBalcor, who has typhoid 1st day of October to give the assessor a true and complete list of same, 3 cans Deviled Chicken or
The promise for today is cloudy fever at Riverside hospital.
Tongue for
IOC
weather and probable showers.
Mr. D. E. Clark, of St. Louis, was with true cash value thereof, as of the
—Mr. D. I. Peyton, of Jefferson- here representing the Supples Wood- 15th day of September, under oath, Fail's x lb can Grated Pine Apple per can
ville, Ind., is here closing the deal enware company, in place of Mr. upon forms to be furnished on appliIOC
for the Imperial Mining company, Frank Jewett, the widely known cation by said assessor at his office, 1-2 pine Lea and Perrin Worchester Sauce
that controls the mineral lands over salesman, who has raade this territory and that all merchants of the city
IOC
doing business for themselves or oth- 3 boxes Emmeline Stove Polish IOC
in Illinois, and which company was for years, but is now ill.
3 x lb packages Swift Washing
formerly coptrolled by Paducahans.
Mr. J. C. Sellars, manager of ers shall in like manner and in addiPowder
—Mr. Themes C. Leech is still!Chamblee's store here, has resigned tion thereto, state the highest amount
IOC
2
lb Ginger Snaps, best quality, 'Sc
in
value
confined with malarial fever at hisiand- taken a
of goods, wares, and merchtreveling
position
24 boxes best Parlor Matches
home on Fountain avenue.
I 3C
through West Tennessee and \Vest andise owned or kept on hand for
—Joe McClure, colored, seems to Kentucky for the hardware firm of sale by said merchants, during the • lb Soda or Oyster Crackers . I 5C
have made good his escape, as the Gray & rsurley of Nashville.
three months next preceding such 2 packages White Cross Macaroni for
authorities have never yet suceeded
15th day of September.
r5c
2
packages Rising Sun Stove
in capturing him. He Vs the negro
Prompt
attention
this
to
will
save
Will Take Anybody.
Polish for
who shot John Pickett, also colored,
property owners additional cost.
'Sc
2 bottles Baby Elite Shoe Polthrough the leg at Ninth and WashSTEWA
RT
DICK,
people
taken to the
At present all
Assessor.
ish . .
ington streets one night last week. Panama Canal works by the Fedeaal .
Office Room 9, City Halk
I5C
We Write Anything in. Insurance
because Pickett objected to McClure government have to undergo an exApproved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor. 2 packages New Seeded Raisins 25C
Fancy
talking to Pickett's' wile.
Clean
Currants
per pk
amination and be placed in the civil
IOC Office 306 Droectway
Phases: Office 385—itesidesce 1696
New Nuts per lb
service list. The demand for house
Is Able to Walk Scam
IOC
New
Shelled
'OPPOSED TO MARTIAL LAW. carpenters in that southern land is so
Almon&
Mrs. Lee Schwab slowly improves
per th
40C
3 cans American Oil Sardines
IOC
Tokio, Sept. 15.—The committee great that time does not exist for the from the attack of paralysis that 2
Glasses Plan Strained Honey 25C
oi the lower house of the Diet which civil service examinations to be giv- overcame her last winter, and is now
has been inve-tigattng the recent dis- en alr'carpenters sent there, there- able to get about on a crutch at the
turbances will have an interview with fore the Washington authorities have home of her sister, Mrs. Moses
,Preraier Katsura hanorrow, on which notified civil service examiners the Schwab, of North Sixth street, where
occasion the committee will demand country over, including Fred Ashton she is making her home. For many
FOR YOUR DINNER.
.tbe abolition of martal law, and will of here, to take aplications of house months she was in a precarious conMany
354. EVERY DAY EXCEIPT SUNDAY.
residents
of
elle
times
dition
positions
Panwanting
carpente
at
not expected to
in
and
depopulated
rs
die* organize a special committee on
towns of Tallulah and New Proviimmediately to live.
xl:3o UNTIL s P. M.
forward
ama
them
and
ittquiry into police cutrages. The Bar
dence, Loa., are passing north to towns
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED goo. 12:3* to
Assoc:ation is memoralizing the goy- Wlashington. They will be given jobs
2.
where they are not shut out by
examination.
Due Back Today.
eitunent for the abolition of martial without undergoing the
quaranti
nes.
They
are
mostly
going
expectCarrier
Jesse
Mail
Curd is
law
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war- ed back today from Portland. Ore., routes whirl, take them through Louflat roof or over where be went and attended the ..a- isville and Cincinnati.
Saw Hisle, charged with criminal ranted Jor steep or
requires
no 'coating or tional Association of Postmen who
shingles,
old
assault, was given a life sentence at
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co, Chi- have been in session at that pOnt.
Oscar Bradshaw, who was sentencWinchested, Ky.
Davis & Bro., local He has been gone several weeks and ed to death three years ago, at Olymcago. G.
GENERAL INSURANZE AND REAL ESTATE
agents
was the Kentucky delegate chosen pia, Ore., still langoisbes in jail thero.
AGENCY. SPEC-.
when this state's body held its meet- He appealed his case and there has IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY
BONDS.
Subscribe for.the Register.
ink., sonic months ago at Louisville. been no decision by the higher court.
DON'T ASK YOUR PRI/iNDS—WE FURNISH
SECURITY.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
• OLD PHONE NO. aa4.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
SWIM
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES.
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
13o SOUTH TELIRD ST,
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PERPADUCAH, KV.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.

ANNUAL TOUR

Belvedere

CAROL AR.DEN,

McPHERSON'S
DRUG.STORE

the Master 13rew

Polly Primrose.

1111•111..e.

ito

..M1•11,

LOCAL NEWS

paducab Brewery Company

THE KENTUCKY

a

4- NIGHTS- 4

MONEY TO LOAN.

THE WORLD IN MOTION

CLARK'S
BEST BARGAINS
Saturday, Sept. 16.

LA PROTEA,

Grace Gilmore Hamilton,

Den Michael,
4171

MISS LULU KOBE

Nazi to ling's Drug Store

1

Ask Your Grocer
For KEVI
ARISTOCRAT [[OUR

The Standard Flour of
I The World,

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

GO To
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
Louis Clark,Grocer

E. G. BOONE,

it

Lemon Chill Tonic

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAITIL, EIMER & CO
_

44111111111111611111INZKALTAr

_

-

-

FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING
MATERIAL.

Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCOR.POILATLD.

Both 'Phones 295.

4

Prompt Delivery

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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